Computational study of the one- and two-photon absorption and circular dichroism of (L)-tryptophan.
A density functional theory (DFT) study of the one- and two-photon absorption and circular dichroism spectra of (l)-tryptophan in water is presented. The effects on the simulated spectra of conformational averaging, of solvent as described by the polarizable continuum model (PCM), and of the choice of exchange-correlation (XC) functional are analyzed. Conformational Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) averaging is carried out at room temperature in the gas phase using the ten lowest-energy conformers in the gas phase, whereas in the solvent, the nine lowest zwitterionic conformers are determined in combination with a PCM continuum model and employed in the calculations. One- and two-photon absorption and circular dichroism spectra are calculated using time-dependent DFT with both the B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP XC functionals, including the 15 lowest excited electronic states in each case. The spectra are shown to be strongly influenced by all parameters of our computational models. Changing the XC functional yields large changes not only in the excitation energies but also in the transition dipole moments and the rotational strengths of each excited state. The inclusion of the effect of water solvation also yields different response properties for each excited state, as well as different ground-state equilibrium geometries for the gas and solvated phases. MB weights change significantly from the gas to the solvated phase, making the effect of conformational averaging strongly phase dependent. The study of all these effects highlights the importance of an accurate and reliable treatment of both ground and excited states when aiming at predicting experimental one- or two-photon spectra. However, the comparison between the MB weighted spectra and experiment for the linear spectroscopies turns out to be rather satisfactory, showing that our approach can yield at least information on the major features of the spectra.